A large collection of texts may be reached through the Internet and this provides a powerful platform from which common-sense knowledge may be gathered. This paper presents a system that contains a core knowledge base structured around WordNet, a lexical database, capable of extracting contextual information from a given input text. Such context information is then used to retrieve other texts from the Internet that relate to that context. When processed by the system, these new texts bring more information that represents an enhanced domain context for the initial text. This is an incremental method for text processing that acquires domain knowledge from other texts. The paper describes the system architecture, its core knowledge base and inference engine, and the acquisition of new knowledge from corpora.
Experience has shown that there are major problems with a domain scalability. Modest size systems working in restricted domains were successfully implemented, but they quickly failed when the domain changed slightly. Lenat (Lenat1995) and others have called this the brittleness problem. A serious problem that hampers the scalability of knowledge representation systems is that reasoning is usually implemented with lots of rules encoding simple facts like \if it rains, then the lawn is wet". Since knowledge is in nite, it will not be possible to generate a complete set of rules. In fact, the number of rules gets quickly out of hand even for systems with modest capabilities. Moreover, combining inference rules from di erent domains generates correctness problems.
These are only but a few problems in knowledge representation systems. Then, the question is what knowledge representation method gives us access to unlimited, scalable information? In this paper we argue that the answer to this increasingly important question is natural language.
Text-based knowledge representation
Sowa (Sowa 1984) , Shapiro (Ali and Shapiro1993), Iwanska (Iwanska1992) and Schubert (Schubert and Hwang1989) were among the rst to suggest the use of natural language to represent knowledge. A knowledge representation system which uses textual information, coined by Jacobs (Jacobs1992) text-based intelligent systems (TBIS), may work like this: a text that contains domain information is transformed by a natural language processing system into a knowledge representation. The sophistication of the natural language processing may vary from simple tagging to \deep understanding", and this determines the power of such a system. Then, the user or the system provides information also in the form of natural language that needs to be transformed by the same natural language processing system in a form of knowledge. Then, the text and user representations are compared, and inferential information is extracted.
Most likely, the TBIS approach still uses a knowledge base; however, the di erence is that here the knowledge base is used only to interpret the text, and the text provides domain and context information. Thus, the knowledge base does not have to encode unnecessary facts and procedures.
We believe that with some core knowledge base the textual context may be depicted, which in turn may bring into focus many other texts from a large corpora that will further enhance the domain knowledge of the original text. This is an incremental approach to knowledge acquisition and text understanding.
Knowledge shared, taught or expressed in natural language is considered to have by far the best expressiveness, although it is very ambiguous. Other representation formalisms eliminate the ambiguity aspect, but limit the wealth of knowledge communicated. Moreover, a considerable e ort is needed to translate into another representation scheme the immensity of facts and descriptions stated in the over ow of textual information characteristic to modern life.
The use of a knowledge representation scheme that incorporates natural language texts implies a form of natural language understanding and inference. In reality because of the incremental processing used, shallow text processing methods seem adequate.
The development of Internet clients capable of supporting aspects of domainindependent textual inference becomes more and more desirable. Today the web is populated by several softbots (software robots as coined by Oren Etzioni (Etzioni 1996) ) among the panoply of primitive, but popular information services. The existent crawlers available for softbots (Kirk et al. 1995) , (Shakes et al. 1996) tend to rely on heavy indexing instead of recent developments from information retrieval (Broglio et al. 1993) , (Liddy and Myaeng1993) .
The TBIS solution is appealing since it replaces the construction of a large knowledge base with the acquisition of knowledge via text understanding. The volume of machine readable text is growing exponentially. On Internet, information in a form of a text is available in real-time on almost every subject. Newspapers, journals, books etc are available electronically more and more.
Proposed solution
This paper investigates a technique for building network-based information brokers, capable of (1) retrieving texts that display contextual closeness to a given text and (2) interpret the gathered information in coherence with the source text. The contextual information brokers are components of TextNet (Harabagiu and Moldovan1996c) , a text-based knowledge representation system capable of inferring commonsense knowledge from texts gathered in a corpora or spread over the web.
The interpretation of several texts as having similar contexts is determined by the evaluation of a coherence metric that captures the common concepts and lexical relations spanning any pair of texts. This measure explains the observation that a pair of texts using the largest number of common concepts in the same semantic constructs tend to have closer contexts.
In our system we use WordNet 1.5 (Miller 1995) as the core linguistic knowledge base since it has a broad semantic coverage. Bridging the glossary de nitions from WordNet with textual information generates a complex knowledge infrastructure.
TextNet relies on the simple but consistent semantic principles of WordNet and it extends its micro contextual concept de nitions to complex structures, capable of dealing with a large variety on compound concepts, often encountered in texts. The fourteen semantic relations encoded in WordNet, as will be seen in Section 2.2, apply broadly throughout English and are assumed to be contextually independent. Moreover, TextNet, through its inference engine, addresses some of the WordNet limitations, like the ability to represent goals, plans, action preconditions and results. A query about a concept is transformed into a uni cation search of the instances of that concept on the web of texts, producing a de ning context revealed by the logical connections to other typical concepts. Figure 1 gives a functional representation of our system. The knowledge sources consist of on-line dictionaries, extended WordNet and Internet text documents. The components of the linguistic knowledge base are shown in connection with the components of the run-time system capable of processing texts. The result of text inference is the complex knowledge structures illustrated at the right of the gure, containing compound concepts, preconditions, plans and their recognized goals and contextual information connecting the processed text with other texts from the the Internet.
TextNet has been partially implemented on the SNAP parallel machine (Moldovan et al. 1992) , using the Marker Propagation Networks computational model (Lin et al. 1994) . The inference system is based on the codi cation of complex propagation rules, implemented as C lightweight processes (Harabagiu and Moldovan1997b) . On the average,the processing of a sentence required 25 propagation rules and the speedup obtained in the magnitude of hundreds proves the requirements of parallelism when processing semantic networks encoding millions of relations.
The linguistic processing part of TextNet was developed as an information extraction system for the Message Understanding Conference (Sundheim 1993) . The extensions of WordNet as well as the high-level inference module were developed as a means to evaluate text coherence. TextNet emerged as a solution to the limitation we found in WordNet (Harabagiu and Moldovan1997a) . The semantic information provided by WordNet is used in many forms of linguistic inference. Prepositional attachments (Harabagiu1996) and case tagging integrate WordNet information. Text implicatures are recovered by the path-nding algorithm using the extended WordNet.
Constructing a knowledge base around WordNet
WordNet developed at Princeton by a group led by George Miller (Miller 1995 ) is a semantic dictionary in which words are searched based on conceptual a nity with other words. WordNet 1.5 is publicly available and a Java interface is reachable at http://www.cogsci.princeton.edu/ wn/w3wn.html. It covers the vast majority of nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs from the English language. The words in WordNet are organized in synonym sets, called synsets. Each synset represents a concept. There is a rich set of relation links between words and other words, between words and synsets, and between synsets.
The current version, WordNet 1.5 contains a large network of 168,217 words, organized in 91,595 synsets, connected through 345,264 semantic links. The noun concepts are spanned by 11 isa hierarchies whereas the verb concepts are classi ed into 558 isa hierarchies. Taxonomies of has part, has member or is stu of relations exist also between noun concepts. Causality between actions is revealed by two semantic relations between verb concepts: the entail and the cause to relations. A negation lexical operator is implemented with the antonym relation, linking words with opposite meanings. Adjective concepts are clustered by the similarity semantic relations. There are also attribute relations, linking semantically adjective concepts to noun concepts. Words are also linked by morphologically derived relations: pertainym or past participle.
In WordNet, a major source of information is provided by the glosses attached to Moreover, topological relations between synsets and the de nitions in which they participate are possible. These are plausible indexes for their functional contexts. Conversely, each de nition may also be considered as a constructing block of a local context outlined by that concept.
As an example, in Figure 2 are illustrated several of the 36 topological relations spanning from the WordNet concept ftennis, lawn tennisg. A multitangled knowledge base is built this way. The concept is linked to all the concepts from its own gloss as well as to those from the glosses of its hypernyms, for example the concept fathletic gameg. It is also related to concepts like fserveg, ftennis courtg (and their hypernyms and related gloss concepts) because concept ftennis, lawn tennisg is a disambiguated gloss concept with de ning roles for these concepts. As we can see, a gloss concept relates topologically to many other gloss concepts. In Figure 2 concepts fserveg and ftennis courtg are topologically related, due to the contextual pointers starting at the gloss concept ftennis, lawn tennisg that is part of their gloss, and addressing the regular WordNet concept ftennis, lawn tennisg.
Topological relations contribute to the lexical relations recognized in the gloss transformation as well as to the regular semantic relations from WordNet in order to model textual context, as it shall be clari ed by the contextual inference models presented later.
Missing from WordNet is knowledge about preconditions, plans and their corre-sponding goals that may apply in some situation. This is normal since WordNet was intended to be only a lexical database. Procedural and precondition knowledge speci c to a situation must be gathered from other texts. This is acquired by the TextNet inference engine.
3 Inference Engine
Path-nding
Whenever TextNet is presented with a new text, implicit inferences are sought by combining WordNet and corpora information. The text is disambiguated by identifying rst the explicit, and then part of the implicit connections between the concepts. The relations provided by transformational grammars are integrated with semantic connections involving de ning features and standard WordNet relations. More complex inferences are drawn only after the semantic connections are recognized. Semantic paths linking pairs of concepts are the means through which logical connections are identi ed. The paths are searched using a set of primitive inference rules, implemented as constrained chains of WordNet relations. The relations that are asymmetric and transitive are more useful for inference than others since often they support deductions. For example, going up on isa hierarchy of nouns or verbs, takes us from more speci c to more general concepts and hierarchical deductions are possible. The same for some of the verb relations such as entail or causation. For example, if a man is snoring, than he is sleeping, and further he is temporarily unconscious. However, inferences sometimes need to go against these transitive relations, and conclusions are not precise. For example, if one is sleeping, we don't know for sure that one is snoring, but is plausible. In these cases TextNet performs abductions, providing the best explanation. It adds new information provided by retrieved texts with close contexts, and enforces or discards the abduction.
A large number of inference primitives are implemented as propagation rules guiding markers in the extended WordNet semantic knowledge base. Combination of pairs of WordNet relations like isa and entail or is part and isa constitute the inference primitives. Markers are placed on nodes, and their propagations connect the visited nodes. When markers are created are lled with propagation rules that enable them to reach all network concepts semantically related. A typical marker format contains elds that indicate the sentence and the word where that marker originated, marker propagation function, the processing functions called by the marker and the markers with which it can collide.
After markers are placed on nodes, they start to propagate according to their propagation rule. New markers are spawned every time a node contains more than one outgoing link that is part of its propagation rule. Whenever a marker reaches a node that does not have an outgoing relation as part of its propagation rule, the marker stops. The propagation trail of a marker becomes part of that marker history, thus markers become fatter as they propagate.
An example of a propagation rule for markers placed on verbs is any combination of relations isa, caused to, entail and reverse entail. Markers continue to propagate as long as the propagation rule allows. The algorithm detects and avoids cycles by simply checking whether or not a marker has visited already a node. After all marker propagations cease, the collisions that took place during marker propagations are detected. To each marker collision it corresponds a path. The path is found simply by inspecting the path history of the colliding markers and linking the two halves. Each marker participating in a collision provides half of the path as it appears in its eld called path.
The assumption that every path recovers from the knowledge base an explanation of the lexical relation connecting the ends of the path in the text di erentiates this inference method from other link climbing approaches or from Sowa's conceptual dependency theory (Sowa 1984) . The markers are intelligently focused to reach knowledge base nodes connected by the same lexical relations as their starting nodes. Their propagation follows in fact a trail of case constraint propagations along the knowledge base relations. Marker propagation rules, operating in process ow mode are most di erent from marker passing techniques, because their collected results re ect smart searching strategies.
Inference extraction
After the semantic paths spanning a text are detected, complex inferences can be generated. The chains of deductions that can be extracted from a sentence provide two types of inference: (1) inference providing supplementary information pertaining to a sentence, and (2) abductions explaining the relations between sentences.
The central idea for inference extraction is to substitute a sentence concept that is the source of a relation with the destination of that relation. If it was a gloss relation, then the whole gloss fragment found in the context is used for the substitution. For example, we know that snore!entails!sleep. Based of this relation, from sentence The guy next to me snored like a horse we conclude that The guy next to me slept. Note that the inferences drawn are subject to linguistic constraints.
Lexical entailment between verbs in WordNet is implemented with the assumption of reference to states that involve logical implication between the propositions using the two verbs. Verbal troponymy, implemented through isa relations encode manners of performing the same action, and does not refer to any logical state or proposition. Therefore, there is an intrinsic distinction between reverse entailments and subsumptions. The next section o ers more details and examples. is done by nding the connections from the knowledge base that explain the lexical relations from the text graphs. This is accomplished by recognizing the set of knowledge base connections corresponding to each pair of concepts from a text graph linked by a lexical relation. Figure 3 illustrates some of the nodes and relations from the knowledge base that are related to the text graph of sentence S1, de ning its local context. S1: The kid hit the ball very hard.
In Figure 3 the notation word#i?j:POS represents the concept corresponding to sense i of word out of a total of j senses in WordNet1.5 for the part-of-speech listed in the POS eld. The WordNet notation for part-of-speech is n for nouns, v for verbs, a for adjectives and r for adverbs. For example hit#1-14:v means sense # 1 of verb hit which has 14 senses. In WordNet, the senses of a word are ordered according with the frequency of their use, the smaller the number i, the more frequently used. In Figure 3 a rectangle represents a concept node and all its corresponding word nodes and synset links.
The local knowledge base connections are grouped around their respective lexical relations from the text graph. We illustrate in Table 2 the inference chains and the contexts for each of the three lexical relations from S1.
The links and concepts from these connections de ne the local context for sentence S1. They provide with a variety of new plausible information (e.g. the kid hit the ball with a racket; he played tennis on a tennis court, his return might have been a drive, etc). Local knowledge base connections o er a semantic interpretation of each lexical relation from the text. establish connections between sentences S1 and S2. Two of these text connections are shown in Table 3 .
The two textual connections perform two functions: (1) they reinforce local context (e.g. by con rming that the kid was playing tennis, derived from the second textual connection) and (2) provide with new contextual information (e.g. the ball travels through the air in a tennis game). Figure 4 also illustrates interesting contextual information that produces inferences of the type: (1) the ball is hit with the purpose to have it moved to another location, and (2) an object that has been traveling through the air arrives to its destination when the ight ends.
These and many other inferences can be extracted from the net of concepts and links contained in the global context of the considered text.
5 Acquisition of Additional Knowledge from Corpora
Context brokers
The contextual representation provided by the inference system does not contain all the information implied by the text, due in part to the limitations of world knowledge covered by WordNet and its extension. The role of contextual brokers is to gather from the Internet world knowledge related to the context of a text, in order to provide with additional information that may motivate the intentional structure of a text, among other things.
A way of gathering contextually close world knowledge is to retrieve documents involving some of the concepts relevant to the context, and then to measure the coherence between the returned information and that provided by the initial text.
Currently there are several Web search services such as: Galaxy, Infoseek Lycos, Open Text, WebCrawler, Yahoo , Savvy Search and MetaCrawler. Each of them has a unique interface and di erent databases covering various portions of the WWWeb. We chose to use the MetaCrawler (Selberg and Etzioni 1995) for the Internet search, due to its parallel search capabilities, that can be ported to a future multithreaded Java implementation that we envision. Such an approach will ideally use Java applets for the multithreaded propagation rules of PARIS (Harabagiu and Moldovan1996d), our parallel inference system.
The syntax of the MetaCrawler interface permits: (a) a search for words as a phrase, (b) a search for a list of words with an equivalent logical \and" between the words or (c) a search for a list of words with an equivalent logical \or" between the words. The contextual broker has to translate the context into a source model presented to the MetaCrawler entries. The algorithm that provides with lists of words and phrases presented to the crawler is similar to the Internet Learning Agent presented in (Perkowitz and Etzioni 1995) .
The queries posted by the Metacrawler are accessed with shallow processing techniques, to retrieve text paragraphs that are assumed relevant. When the response text is available, its local and global contexts are determined by the inference system. Then, its relevance is evaluated using a coherence measure that adapts the metric from (Ng and Mooney 1990) to the multibranch path representation of context. Figure 5 shows the mechanism for acquiring information from Internet related to the initial text. The process starts with the extraction of context from the initial text as it was discussed in the previous section. Then, queries are formed with the concepts of interest. The MetaCrawler submits these queries to the Internet and as a result several text documents are extracted. The TextNet system then extracts the context from each of the new texts that is related to the context of the original text. The coherence analysis module performs an evaluation, as it will be described below, and selects the most appropriate new context.
The relevance of the new texts fetched by the MetaCrawler depends in great part of the queries presented to the Internet. Two problems have been identi ed in formulating these queries. One is the discovery problem, i.e what are the queries that best lead to the discovery of additional world knowledge. The other is the quality problem, i.e. what is the relevance of the information to the context under consideration. Both these problems can be traced to the inherent di culty of lexical ambiguity of natural language. Sometimes we may use directly the concepts that appear in the text and other times we may use other concepts that are semantically close to them. For example, given the context between sentences S1 and S2 we expect to obtain additional knowledge that motivates the relation between the verb hit#1-14:v and the noun baseline#1-1:n. For this we may form a query that contains the word tennis, since it is likely that will bring new information relevant to tennis.
Conversely, once that a text is retrieved, the ambiguous words are disambiguated using shallow semantics, based on the assumption that the words used in the query were already disambiguated, and the new words belong to synsets semantically close to those from the context. The recognition of the lexical relations uses a set of heuristics developed for the transformation of WordNet glosses.
Coherence evaluation
Although the new text is assumed to be coherent in itself , there is no guarantee that the information it brings is coherent with the initial context structure. We propose a method to evaluate the relevance of the new information. For this we de ne a coherence metric as follows:
where N common is the number of common concept nodes between the novel context and the original one. Similarly L common represents the length of the common semantic connections shared by both contextual structures. N total is the total number of nodes in both contexts and L total counts all the links spanning both contexts.
This measure is constructed so that it increases with the number of common concepts and semantic connections. The denominator scales the disjunctive part of the two concepts with the size of the total contexts.
To illustrate the computation of the coherence metric, let us consider the following to be the initial text : S3: The kid was playing too much. S4: He hit the ball very hard. S5: It landed almost always near the baseline.
The query presented to the MetaCrawler is play + tennis ball baseline + hit]. Table 4 illustrates some of the URLs of the crawler's return. The coherence measure identi ed the closest context as being retrieved from a text that describes tennis winning strategies. The closest paragraph from the technical report entitled "Doubles Unorthodox O ensive Tactics and Strategies", by Farrell Honda, obtainable from the URL:http://www.xmission.com/ gastown/tennis/thonda4.html is:
Successful unorthodox serves near the baseline will result in one of two possibilities. The receiver will be aced; the receiver will be stunned into losing a fraction of second in reaction time and hit the ball into the net. Figure 6 illustrates the two contextual structures overlapped. The concepts marked with a rectangle belong to the initial text context and those marked with a circle belong to the context derived from the Internet text. The common concepts have both a rectangle and a circle. The concepts that are blackened appear in texts, the others are only knowledge base concepts.
As we can see from the gure N common = 18, L common = 21, N total = 34 and L total = 38. It results a coherence factor C = 18 x 21/ 34 x 38 = 0.29. The two contexts have common textual concepts ball, hit and baseline. Therefore all connections between these concepts are common to both contexts. Moreover, two of the other textual concepts (receiver and net) of the novel context belong to the rst context (or are hyponyms of concepts from the rst context). The remaining textual concepts of the novel context (ace and serve) deliver semantic connections that involve concepts and links that were already present in the rst context.
An Example
In this section we consider a real text as an input and show how additional knowledge may be acquired from Internet that supplements the one that can be inferred from a knowledge base such as extended WordNet. We shall illustrate this claim by recognizing the compound concept injuries related to sports. We present a typical text whose topic is injuries related to sports:
<s1> The 5-foot-8, 145-pounder's injuries included tendinitis in his shoulder and elbow. <s2> It started when he was riding high, and has persisted. <s3> "I guess I played too much too soon. <s4> I was a skinny kid who hit the ball very hard. <s5> Maybe too hard, it landed almost always near the baseline" he says. Figure 7 illustrates some of semantic paths found by the inference system for this text. This is a paragraph from a Treebank Wall Street Journal article (Marcus et al. 1993 ) reporting tennis-related events at the U.S. Open. The text provides a ne non-trivial pragmatic inference example. The blank squares in Figure 7 represent the glosses connected to their corresponding concepts through gloss relations.
Sentences <s3>, <s4> and <s5> have provided inspiration for the text S3--S5 presented in the previous section, and the reader is already familiar to their context. The global context also contains explanatory relations between the injuries of the player and his string of competitions and intention of winning.
The inference system managed to recognize fairly well the global context which supports the informational aspects of this discourse. As the current knowledge base lacks a representation for plans and the intentions they underlie, the inference scheme failed to recognize subgoals or intensional information.
Contextual brokering is required in order to provide with information that motivates the semantic bridging of the ve sentences. Multiple queries involving concepts from the ve sentences of the text were submitted to the crawler. The most coherent context that was returned connects the verbs win and hit. The identi cation of the goal of hitting is thus determined in the intension of wining the tennis match.
The contextual pointers from the glosses of ace#4n and tennis, extended with the additional information from the local context of the Internet text, added to the entailment between play and win account for the recognition of the goal of the text. Winning the game is the motivation of the actions determining injuries in tennis (the topic of the text). Altogether, TextNet creates on the y a frame for the compound concept injuries related to sports by using the results of The previous text is also linked to the following two messages, describing injuries in cowboy polo and in gymnastics. The system infers conditions in which injuries may occur in sports, and connects the compound concept to the plans and the goals that were followed when the injuries occurred. Other contextual information is also available, like the physical condition of the player, or special events that may cause typical injuries, e.g. falling from the horizontal bar may lead to a broken leg.
<s> Since he began playing cowboy polo 26 years ago, Eddie Sorensen has had four operations, a broken leg, several cracked ribs, a separated shoulder, and a batch of concussions. <s> Once he got whacked under the jaw with a mallet, leaving a perfect imprint of all his teeth on his tongue. <s> Tim Daggett, a holdover from '84, broke a leg so badly last year that amputation was considered. <s> Dan Hayden took over the No. 1 rating during Daggett's absence, and won the U.S. National meet last month that counted 40% toward Olympic qualification. <s> Shockingly, however, he fell twice on his last event Friday, the horizontal bar, and his score of 8.3 plummeted him from second to eighth. <s> He later revealed that he'd separated a shoulder in a previous exercise. Figure 8 illustrates some contextual concepts that connect the texts in an informationalweb. The tennis text indexes the Internet text, using coreference of concept relations: e.g. the location case function between serve (or hit) and baseline, occurring in both texts. Furthermore, the tennis text is connected to the polo text and to the gymnastics text, as they all have in common injuries occurring while practicing sports.
Discussion
There is a growing trend to use softbots to get information from the web. Several sophisticated Internet interfaces have emerged, including SIMS (Knoblock et al. 1994) , the Information Manifold at AT&T (Kirk et al. 1995) and the Internet softbot (Etzioni and Weld1994) . The use of AI techniques and of natural language methods for this purpose is yet in an incipient stage. In this paper we argued that the Internet provides a powerful platform from which common-sense knowledge can be gathered. Our client is TextNet, a system that combines the principled simplicity of WordNet with a web of contextually indexed texts. Many interesting aspects of knowledge acquisition, like the treatment of inconsistencies and information distortions have yet to be addressed.
There is a growing trend to use electronic dictionaries to construct large linguistic knowledge bases. In this paper we argued that WordNet provides a platform on which powerful, generally applicable knowledge bases can be built. Although WordNet does not provide information regarding plans and the supporting goals, or conditions necessary for actions and events that may be necessary to fully explain a text, it nevertheless contains almost all English words mapped into concepts and a large number of links between concepts. Extended with micro-contextual de ning features, we found WordNet to be an ideal setting on which to build a representation for complex, structured concepts.
